
Dimensions CM Event Trigger Quick Start Tutorial 
The following document describes the requirement and procedure in order to build, install and test a Dimensions 

CM event trigger, the following instructions cover a Windows 64 Server. The procedure itself does not require any 

coding skills. 

 

Step 1: Install the compiler  
For testing purposes Visual Studio 2012 on Windows 2012 with Dimensions CM 14.0.4 has been used.1 

In order to determine the compilers and version required, refer to the Knowledgebase article S138313 for list of 

compilers supported for 12.2.: 

 

Win32: (Microsoft Visual Studio 2008) Microsoft (R) 32-bit C/C++ Optimizing Compiler Version 15.00.30729.01 for 80x86 

Copyright (C) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. 

Win32: (Microsoft Visual Studio 2005) Microsoft (R) 32-bit C/C++ Optimizing Compiler Version 14.00.50727.42 for 80x86 

Copyright (C) Microsoft Corporation.  All rights reserved. 

 

Win64: (Microsoft Visual Studio 2010) Microsoft (R) C/C++ Optimizing Compiler Version 16.00.30319.01 for x64 

 

A Documentation request has been raised for 14.x, to get the readme updated with the compiler requirements. 

 

Step 2: Test the 64bit compiler  
 

Check 64 bit compiler is installed – run the 64bit Native Tools Command Prompt2 

 

 

 

At the prompt type: cl 

Ensure the banner confirms the compiler is for x64 

 

 

                                                             
1 This has also been tested using Visual Studio 2010 
2 For 32bit Windows this would be the x86 Native Tools Command Prompt 



Step 3: Install dm_make  

DM_Make is an additional server component that enables the user to build the sample event triggers and API 

applications that come supplied with the Dimensions CM server install. 

Simply download from the support website to the Dimensions CM server machine 

http://support.serena.com/ProductNews/displayLinkedDoc.aspx?f=/ProductNews/Product_News_Content/Link

ed_Documents/DimensionsCM/Dimensions-Make.html.xml 

       Run the installer confirming the location of the CM server installation 

 

  

http://support.serena.com/ProductNews/displayLinkedDoc.aspx?f=/ProductNews/Product_News_Content/Linked_Documents/DimensionsCM/Dimensions-Make.html.xml
http://support.serena.com/ProductNews/displayLinkedDoc.aspx?f=/ProductNews/Product_News_Content/Linked_Documents/DimensionsCM/Dimensions-Make.html.xml


Step 4: Test dm_make  

In the Native tools command prompt opened in step 2, change directory to the pcms_api\examples structure 

e.g.   

cd /d d:\program files\serena\dimensions 14.1\cm\pcms_api\examples 

Now invoke dm_make with the following option: 

  dm_make -–no-cm  

This should return something similar to: 

 

 

 

  



Step 5: Ensure the compiler flags are correct  

The compiler flags need to be correct in order for the trigger to build correctly. Edit the relevant configuration 

file in %DM_ROOT%\pcms_api\examples\ arch\config 

E.g.  

notepad d:\program files\serena\dimensions 14.1\cm\pcms_api\examples\arch\config\WIN64VC2010 

 

Ensure the line DM_ROOT points to the correct location 

 

############################################################ 

# Remember to reset DM_ROOT to your local configuration... 

############################################################ 

ifeq ("$(DM_ROOT)x","x") 

DM_ROOT = D:\Program Files\Serena\Dimensions 14.1\CM 

Endif 

 

Save the file if any modifications were made.  

Optional step 
In addition to setting the DM_ROOT value, it is also possible to remove the CFLAG option: /WX. Removing this 

option has the following effect: in the event of any compiler warnings occurring, the compilation will still 

complete. 

 

CFLAGS = /D "WIN64" /D "WIN32" /D "_CONSOLE" \ 

        /D "x86" /D "x64" /D "_WIN64" /D "_WIN32" \ 

        /D "STRICT" /D "_CRT_SECURE_NO_WARNINGS" \ 

        /D "_MBCS" /D "PCMSDLL"  \ 

        /nologo /Gm- /EHac /W3 /WX /Gy /GF \ 

  -wd4995 -wd4244 -wd4127 -wd4100 \ 

        /D "_CRT_SECURE_NO_WARNINGS" /D "_CRT_NONSTDC_NO_DEPRECATE" \ 

        /D "_SCL_SECURE_NO_WARNINGS" /D "_CRT_SECURE_NO_DEPRECATE" \ 

        $(INCLUDES) 

  



Step 6:  Build an example trigger 
In the Native tools command prompt opened in step 2, change the search path to the 

%DM_ROOT%\pcms\examples directory structure under the Dimensions CM server root. 

E.g. C:\> cd /d  "d:\Program Files\Serena\Dimensions 12.2\CM\pcms_api\examples  

Then run the following command to build the ErrorMsg example event  

dm_make --no-cm ARCH=WIN64VC2010 TYPE=event EVENT=ErrorMsg all 

The output generated should look something like: 

 

In addition it is a good idea to build the multi-byte3 version of the trigger, by running the following 

command: 

dm_make --no-cm ARCH=WIN64VC2010 TYPE=event EVENT=ErrorMsg all MBCS_NEEDED=Y 

 

                                                             
3 This version is required for non-Unicode Oracle Databases or SQL server databases. 



Step 7:  Install the example trigger 
1. Stop the Dimensions Listener service by running the services console, which can be invoked from the control 

panel or by running the command: services.msc 

Right click on Serena Dimensions Listener Service and select Stop. 

 

 

2. In the prog directory within the Dimensions CM Server installation backup the files libpcmsu.dll and 

libpcmsum.dll4 to another location and delete the copies currently in this directory. 

3. In the Native tools command prompt opened in step 2 go into the newly created directory for the trigger 

that has been built, e.g. 

 
cd WIN64VC2010\ErrorMsg 

 

4. Rename the libpcmsuu.dll to libpcmsu.dll, e.g. 

ren libpcmsuu.dll libpcmsu.dll 

5. Copy the files into the prog directory of the Dimensions CM Server install, e.g. 
 

copy libpcmsu*.dll "d:\Program Files\Serena\Dimensions 14.1\CM\prog” 

6. Start the Dimensions CM Listener by running the services console, which can be invoked from the control 

panel or by running the command: services.msc 

Right click on Serena Dimensions Listener Service and select Start: 

 
 

                                                             
4 These DLL files will hold the relevant trigger code. 



 

Step 8:  Test the example trigger 
Login to the Dimensions Server using a client, select any request and try to action it to another state, the following is 

produced in Desktop Client 

 

The following is produced by the Web Client 

 

Finally in DMCLI 

 

 

 

  



Step 9: Uninstall the trigger 
1. Stop the Dimensions Listener service by running the services console, which can be invoked from the control 

panel or by running the command: services.msc 

Right click on Serena Dimensions Listener Service and select Stop. 

 

 

2. Locate the original DLL files that were backed up in Step 7 at point2. Copy the original DLL files back into the 

prog directory of the Dimensions CM Server install, e.g. 
 

copy libpcmsu*.dll "d:\Program Files\Serena\Dimensions 14.1\CM\prog” 

 

3. Start the Dimensions CM Listener by running the services console, which can be invoked from the control 

panel or by running the command: services.msc 

Right click on Serena Dimensions Listener Service and select Start: 

 
 

4. Repeat the test in Step 8, and the message CHDOC: Action will be killed many/many times that was produced 

by the trigger should no longer appear. 


